Demand Planner

Introduction
We are looking for a Demand Planner for our Group procurement department!

About Selecta
Selecta Nederland is part of the Selecta Group. In Europe we are the market leader in the field
of food and drink, 24/7, unmanned. Spread over 16 countries, we serve 12 million consumers
every day with our unmanned F&B concepts. Within a rapidly changing market, we deliver
customized facility food and drink solutions for our customers. We do this together with
Starbucks, Albert Heijn to go, Lavazza and of course our own brand Pelican Rouge!

About the job
For our Group Procurement department we are looking for a Demand Planner.
The demand planner works with daily rituals to make sure the warehouse equipment inventory
is at a healthy level and visible/accessible for each region. You are the SPOC for the OneSelecta regions using CRM to create and maintain rolling forecast and production agreements
for the manufacturers.
In addition you will be responsible for:







Forecasting: Coordination of rolling forecast with CRM data to manufacturers, support
purchasing and on time deliveries;
Warehouse Inventory Management: Managing inventory levels to ensure that goods are
available when needed while avoiding excess inventory levels that would cause costs to rise;
Compliance: Manting dashboard (OMP reports) based on PowerBI to ensure accurate stock
levels are visible and usable for other regions;
Single Point of Contact: Act as SPOC for One-Selecta regions and manufacturers for
assigned categories;
On-Time-deliveries: Ensure and Monitor on-time-deliveries and perform claims
management when appropriate;
Framework agreements; Proactively manage vendor agreements within assigned
categories.

About you
We live in a fast paced world with changing needs, so culture fit is critical to our success - our
associates are the backbone of our business. We look for individuals who embrace our core
values: Client focus and our ‘what else’ mindset. We want champions that enjoys
overachievement. Upbeat (energetic & hungry to succeed) Dynamic (adaptable & 'out-of-thebox thinking) & Human (authentic and personable).
You will also need:





Degree in higher education with a strong command of numbers and analysing data.
Professional experience demand planning
Flexibility / willing to traveling in Europe on exceptional periods
Professional command of English language is a must, experience of other languages is
an advantage (Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Italian).

Selecta offers








A competitive salary
8% holiday allowance;
25 holiday leave;
Individual Budget of Choice (1 month salary a year)
Phone/Laptop;
Travel allowance;
Well-arranged pension.

Interested?
Are you interested and do you meet the profile? Then we look forward to receiving your
application, with an up-to-date CV + a specific motivation. For questions about this vacancy,
please contact Kyra de Vries HR Business Partner at +316-20413276 /
kyra.devries@selecta.com.

